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Cardiff Lexington

From Main Street to Wall Street:
Creating value in the middle-market for business
owners and investors.

Investor Information
Ticker Symbol

CDIX
Reporting Status
U.S. Reporting
SEC Reporting
Audited
Recent Share Price
.0257
Outstanding Shares
1,817,877

Cardiff Lexington is a public holding company, much like a cooperative,
leveraging proven management in private companies that become subsidiaries.
Our focus isn't geographic-specific, it's opportunity oriented driven by proven
management, market, and margin. Our "Buy and Build" growth focus through
perpetual acquisitions centers on serving successful target business owners in
three main categories: financial services, real estate, and emerging growth
companies where we include other diverse and synergistic industries. Cardiff
Lexington's strategy identifies and empowers select income-producing middle
market private companies and commercial real estate properties. Cardiff
Lexington provides their principals both 1) the enhanced ability to raise money
for operations or expansion, and 2) an equity exit and liquidity strategy for the
owner, heirs, and/or investors. For CDIX investors, Cardiff Lexington provides a
diversified lower risk to protect and safely enhance their investment by
continually adding assets and holdings. Cardiff Lexington is led by strong and
talented team of executives and advisors providing expert acquisition, market
guidance and added value for subsidiaries and investors. lower risk to protect
and safely enhance their investment by continually adding assets and holdings.
Cardiff Lexington is led by strong and talented team of executives and advisors
providing expert acquisition, market guidance and added value for
subsidiaries and investors.

State of Incorporation
Florida
Transfer Agent
Transfer Online
Chief Executive Office
Alex Cunningham
Corporate Headquarters
401 Las Olas Blvd.
Suite 1400
Ft Lauderdale, Fl, 33301

Cardiff Lexington is a “Buy
and Build” perpetual
acquisition company within
the Financial Services sector,
Real Estate sector, and
emerging Growth Companies.
Well positioned for strategic
growth in 2021

Recent Headlines
Cardiff Lexington Corp To Focus on Core Financial Services Sector
Cardiff Lexington Announces 2019 Year-End Results
Cardiff Lexington Announces CFO to Lead Financial Integration and
Consolidation

This document may contain forward-looking statements, including information about future expectations, plans and prospects. In particular, when used in the
preceding discussion, the words "believes," "expects," "intends," "plans," "anticipates," or "may," and similar conditional expressions are intended to identify
forward-looking statements. Any statements made in this release other than those of historical fact, about an action, event or development, are forward looking
statements. These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the results to be materially different than
those expressed or implied in such statements. StockVest was paid 18,000 restricted shares by CDIX on 11/05/2020 for 90 days of services.
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